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Peptide Sequence and Amyloid Formation: Molecular
Simulations and Experimental Study of a Human Islet
Amyloid Polypeptide Fragment and Its Analogs
appear to be the common link between many unrelated
pathologies, such as Alzheimer’s, prion-related enceph-
alopathies, type II diabetes, and Huntington’s disease.
In vivo their presence is related to considerable damage
in the tissues where it is deposited (Kisilevsky, 2000).
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the fibril formation period on a time scale that could be
shorter than the lag phase. The lag phase can often be
bypassed by nucleating the reaction with preformedSummary
fibrils (a seeding process) (Rochet and Lansbury, 2000).
This kinetic behavior is a characteristic feature of poly-We present a combined experimental and theoretical
merization reactions, suggesting a high degree of anal-investigation of the tendencies to form amyloid fibrils
ogy with a nucleated polymerization reaction mecha-by a hexapeptide derivative of the human islet amyloid
nism (Fandrich and Dobson, 2002).polypeptide, the NFGAIL (22–27) fragment and its mu-
In this work, we extend our investigation of the struc-tants. We performed a complete alanine scan of this
tural and conformational properties of short sequencefragment and studied the capability of the wild-type
derivatives of the islet amyloid polypeptide (IAPP), alsoand its mutant analogs to form ordered fibrils by ultra-
denoted “Amylin” (Cooper et al., 1988). This 37 aminostructural and biophysical analyses. In parallel, we
acid polypeptide represents the major component ofconducted a meticulous characterization of each se-
the pancreatic amyloid depositions detected in morequence-complex at an atomistic level by performing
than 90% of type II diabetics. Under nonpathologicalnine independent molecular dynamics simulations for
conditions, this peptide is cosecreted with insulin bya total of 36 ns. These allowed us to rationalize the
the islet  cells. While its function is still unknown, itexperimental observations and to establish the role of
was proposed to have an important role in glucose ho-every residue in the fibrillogenesis. The main factor
meostasis (Gebre-Medhin et al., 2000).that determines the formation of regular fibrils is a
From a physiological standpoint, IAPP appears to becoherent organization of the intersheet space. In par-
an attractive system since only a small number of animalticular, phenylalanine side chains cement the macro-
species are known to show an IAPP-related amyloidosismolecular assemblies due to their aromatic chemical
(Westermark et al., 1990; Green et al., 2003). However,character and restricted conformational flexibility
the most interesting feature that IAPP presents is thewhen interacting with aliphatic residues.
clear correlation between the sequence patterns of each
species and the occurrence of protein deposits. More-
Introduction over, the majority of the sequence differences cluster
in a very short segment, between residues 20 and 29.
The realization that the conformational behavior of natu- Interspecies variations between positions 23 and 29 sig-
ral macromolecules involves both coherent three-dimen- nificantly affect the ability to form amyloid fibrils. This
sional folding and molecular motion has long led to a segment has already become the target of intensive
search for the laws that govern the folding of natural research, since in vitro it forms fibrils similar to those
molecules. Among the macromolecules, research has of the whole polypeptide in vivo and the fibrils were
largely focused on proteins due to their dynamic chemi- cytotoxic to pancreatic  cells. NFGAIL (hIAPP22-27), the
cal role. Recently, amyloidosis, the aggregation and pre- first hexapeptide sequence found to be capable of form-
cipitation of natural proteins under physiological condi- ing fibrillar depositions, is located within this segment
tions, has led to expansion of some simplistic theories (Tenidis et al., 2000).
that for years attempted to explain protein folding. We have already studied the amyloid organization of
From a physiological point of view, amyloid deposits hIAPP22-27 peptide by means of molecular dynamics sim-
ulations (Zanuy et al., 2003). In that work, we showed
that using a molecular assembly of nine chains was*Correspondence: ruthn@ncifcrf.gov
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sufficient to mimic the basic amyloid characteristics. Ma and Nussinov, 2002a, 2002b, Zanuy and Nussinov,
2003) for each mutated sequence.We were aware that a system composed of nine chains
cannot be identified as a nucleation seed. However, it
could be interpreted as a possible theoretical model for
Resultsstudying the seed organization. Thus, even though it
might be smaller than a seed-complex size (say, on the
Experimental Alanine Scan for In Vitro Amyloidorder of around 20 chains), the number of strands we
Formation and Characterizationstudied contained enough information to rationalize
We performed an alanine scan for the hexapeptide frag-some fibrillar assembly properties. The model pointed
ment NFGAIL (hIAPP22-27). This fragment was suggestedto the critical importance of a correct matching between
to serve as the core-recognition element that mediatesside chains in order to achieve a correct lateral assembly
fibril formation by hIAPP (Tenidis et al., 2000). Eachof the  sheets in the growing fibril. We showed that
amino acid in this fragment was systematically replacedthe role of side chain interactions could be relevant
with alanine. The ability of each peptide to form amyloidin the final organization of the fibril, at least for small
fibrils under the wild-type peptide conditions (Tenidispeptides. Furthermore, in this segment, phenylalanine
et al., 2000) was determined using electron microscopyturned out to be very important for the global assembly
(EM), Congo red birefringence, and FTIR. Figure 1 pre-organization. While our simulation-based conclusions
sents the morphology of structures formed by each oflacked direct experimental validation, they were consis-
the peptides, and Figure 2 shows the birefringence oftent with experiments with a slightly longer segment
stained deposits observed between cross-polarizers(hIAPP22-29). Using a systematic alanine scan, Azriel and
and the FTIR spectra for each solid sample.Gazit (2001) characterized the role of each residue be-
As expected, the typical fibrillar morphology of amy-tween positions 22 and 29 in amyloid fibril formation.
loid structures was observed only for the wild-typeHowever, the increasing amount of information related
NFGAIL peptide (Figure 1A), showing sharp and longto fibril organization has shown that small changes in
structures. These results are analogous to those re-the sequence length can induce drastic changes in the
ported previously for this hexapeptide (Tenidis et al.,microorganization of the fibril. A good example can be
2000). None of the other synthesized analogs showedfound in segments derived from Alzheimer’s -amyloid
formation of canonical amyloid fibrils. However, small(A) polypeptide, in which differences in length and se-
differences in the aggregated clusters point to somequence induce changes in the relative orientation of
degree of microscopic organization in some of the stud-the strands within the sheets (Benzinger et al., 1998;
ied sequences. Despite the limitations of the EM, as canBalbach et al., 2000). Since we have already developed
be observed in Figures 1D and 1F, in both G24A andan atomistic model of the segment hIAPP22-27, this ap-
L27A the aggregate morphologies suggest a certain de-pears to be an excellent system to correlate the pro-
gree of ultrastructural order. The aggregates formed byposed structural features with observable experimental
these peptides are characterized by a sponge-like mor-events.
phology, which strongly resembles assemblies thatHere, we perform systematic alanine scanning for the
were reported for the glutathione tripeptide (Lyon andNFGAIL peptide (hIAPP22-27) and study the possible re-
Atkins, 2001). Finally, peptides N22A, F23A, and I26A didarrangements of the assembled complex using molecu-
not show any type of ordered aggregation, presentinglar dynamics simulations. Our structural template is the
amorphous structures in both samples. We believe thatorganization obtained in our previous work (Zanuy et
the different morphologies observed by EM are signifi-al., 2003), consisting of antiparallel strands within sheets
cant since our negative controls showed no depositionand with the sheets in parallel. This model was charac-
of any kind (data not shown).terized after exploring all possible arrangements of
To assess which analogs presented a significant levelstrands with small peptide assemblies. We emphasize
of organization that could be associated with the imagesthat the molecular dynamics simulations have been car-
observed by EM, we performed two assay types. Weried out without any prior knowledge of the experimental
inspected the birefringence of our solid samples uponresults. Only after they were completed and analyzed did
Congo red staining to detect any trace of cross-organi-D.Z. and R.N. receive the experimental results, ensuring
zation. Additionally, we obtained the FTIR spectra forthat no bias has been introduced. The agreement be-
all samples to ensure the presence of  sheet conforma-tween computation and experiment was remarkable. In
tions in our potentially ordered aggregates.particular, the meticulous molecular dynamics simula-
As expected, the characteristic green-yellow birefrin-tions have been able to rationalize all experimental ob-
gence was clearly observed only for the wild-type pep-servations in atomic detail.
tide (Figure 2A). The rest of the samples presented aEven though the bulk of the work is computational,
very low signal, very similar to that observed for thewe first present the experimental work in order to make
negative control. This may be due to either the totalthe simulation results easier to compare and rationalize.
absence of amyloid aggregates in the samples or a lowThe experimental studies involve in vitro alanine scan-
quantity of fibrils that cannot be detected above back-ning and characterization of the assembled aggregates.
ground, due to the low sensitivity of the method. ThereThe presence of ordered amyloid structures is charac-
was evidence, however, that the G24A analog, whichterized by Congo red birefringence, and secondary
was suspected to form aggregates with some ultrastruc-structure analysis is performed using FTIR. For the simu-
tural organization, birefringed to higher degree than thelations, we use an analogous strategy that has worked
successfully in our previous work (Zanuy et al., 2003; other samples. Although at higher magnification, the
MD Simulations of the Amyloid Formation in IAPP
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Figure 1. Ultrastructural Morphology of
NFGAIL Peptide Analogs Using TEM
Samples of 2 mM peptide were incubated for
5 days in 10 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.2) and 4%
DMSO, negatively stained with uranyl acetate
(2%w/v), and visualized using transmission
electron microscopy. (A) NFGAIL, wild-type
peptide; (B) N22A analog; (C) F23A analog;
(D) G24A analog; (E) I26L analog; (F) L27A
analog. Scale bar  100 nm.
level detected was similar to the negative control (Figure alogs of NFGAILSS (Azriel and Gazit, 2001), the lack of
a polar tail enhances some of the observed tendencies2D); at lower magnification, birefringence was observed
to a moderate degree around the edge of the sample in the longer sequence. For example, AFGAILSS formed
short and branched fibers due to a higher kinetic rate,(Figure 2H).
Furthermore, the secondary structure analysis using while in the hexapeptide analog no order is seen. The
peptide NFGAIASS formed noncanonical fibers after aFTIR is in agreement with the results described above.
Both the wild-type and the G24A analog revealed ab- long period of incubation, while NFGAIA forms entan-
gled aggregates, collapsing faster than the equivalentsorption peaks in the amide I region, characteristic of
 sheet structures. The wild-type presented a distin- octapeptide. G24A follows a similar trend. Thus, consis-
tent with our previous work (Zanuy and Nussinov, 2003),guishing peak at 1634 cm1, while the G24A analog
presented a strong peak at 1630 cm1 (Figure 2I). Princi- a sequence with a polar edge may assist kinetically in
the formation of ordered fibrils. On the other hand, itspally, none of the other analogs presented specific sig-
nals in the amide I region. In summary, our experimental absence may induce hydrophobic collapse and forma-
tion of disordered aggregates.assays showed three different amyloidogenic tenden-
cies depending on the sequence of the hexapeptide.
As expected, the wild-type showed clear formation of Molecular Simulations
First, we describe the six simulations that are equivalentamyloid fibers. In contrast, no clear evidence of amyloid
formation was found for N22A, F23A, and I26A. Finally, to the experimental work (see bold names, second col-
umn of Supplemental Table S1 at http://www.structure.G24A and L27A presented some evidence that sug-
gested the presence of a certain degree of aggregate org/cgi/content/full/12/3/439/DC1). As noted above, the
structural reference point is the nine-stranded complexformation, despite being clearly devoid of amyloid fibrils.
The G24A analog presented a strong evidence of  sheet obtained in our previous work (Zanuy et al., 2003). In
the second part of the molecular simulations, we focusformation, while L27A showed only microscopic mor-
phology that suggested the presence of ordered struc- on one particular case, the G24A mutant, to illustrate
the possible sequence dependence effect in amyloidtures. This point is further addressed in the simulation
section. microorganization.
Finally, comparing to our previous results, the degree
of birefringence of hIAPP22-27 appears to be lower than Alanine Scan: General View
Main Geometrical Featuresthat of the NFGAILSS octapeptide (Azriel and Gazit,
2001), which indeed may suggest a lower amyloidogeni- Analyzing the variation of the averaged geometrical pa-
rameters, i.e., distances between and within sheets ofcity. This is in agreement with the qualitatively observed
higher rates of fibril formation of NFGAILSS compared the simulated models, three different trends can be de-
tected (Figure 3). On the one hand, the wild-type se-to NFGAIL. While not studied here, it is important to
understand amyloidogenesis as a process that implies quence tends to maintain the overall organization of the
bulk assembly, which matches the experimental obser-both thermodynamic stability and kinetic accessibility.
Comparing these results with the previously studied an- vations. This sequence is the only one that forms long
Structure
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Figure 2. Congo Red Birefringence of NFGAIL Analogs
A 10 l sample of 2 mM peptide was incubated for 48 hr in 10 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.2) and 4% DMSO and was allowed to dry overnight on a
glass microscope slide. Staining was performed by the addition of a 10 l suspension of saturated CR and NaCl in 80% (v/v) ethanol, filtered
via a 0.45 m filter. (A) NFGAIL, wild-type peptide; (B) N22A analog; (C) F23A analog; (D) G24A analog; (E) I26L analog; (F) L27A analog; (G)
negative control; (H) G24A analog, 1/5 of magnification. (I) Analysis of secondary structures using Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy.
Peptide analogs from the electron microscopy assay, after 5 days of incubation, were dried in CaF2 slides, and the amide I region between
1600 and 1700 cm1 was measured. Only wild-type peptide and G24A analog show characteristic  sheet conformation.
amyloid fibrils under physiological conditions. After 4 This model presents a rapid increase in all the averaged
distances, which include both the intra- and intersheetns of simulations, the geometrical average parameters
of both intra- and intersheet distances present an ac- chain association. This behavior leads to a complete
disintegration of the amyloid organization.ceptable degree of stability, not only in terms of being
close to the initial ones, but also showing no significant However, these first conclusions may be insignificant,
since the plotted averaged distances can present a highoscillations. This characteristic correlated very well with
the relative stability of other models in our previous degree of background noise. This geometrical approxi-
mation appears useful when screening molecular ar-molecular dynamics studies (Zanuy et al., 2003; Ma and
Nussinov, 2002a, 2002b; Zanuy and Nussinov, 2003). rangements for the same sequence (Zanuy et al., 2003).
However, this strategy turns out to be insufficient forMutants N22A, G24A, and I27A, which showed a clear
propensity to untie the association of the strands with studying sequences that only differed by single point
mutations. This possibility is confirmed when a visualtime, compose a second group.
Finally, both mutants F23A and I26A tended to lose examination of each simulated trajectory is performed,
pointing to a slightly different behavior of some mutants.the strand association even though I26A appeared to
maintain some degree of cohesion between sheets. It Main Assembly Organization
A molecular model that attempts to mimic an organizedis clear, though, that mutant F23A is unable to preserve
the original organization, as can be seen in Figure 3. fibril must retain a minimal degree of geometric regular-
MD Simulations of the Amyloid Formation in IAPP
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the best mimetic microenvironment that our simple
oligomers allow us to simulate (Figure 4, top plot).
Among the other cases in the series, it is particularly
interesting how mutant F23A loses its structure. There
is a faster loss of organization between sheets than
within sheets, as can be seen when combining the re-
sults depicted in Figures 3 and 5. While intrasheet dis-
tances remain acceptably stable, the intersheet dis-
tances dramatically increase after only 0.75 ns. Once
the intersheet association is disrupted, the hydrogen
bonds are insufficient to maintain the edge sheets in an
assembled state (see Figure 5). Only the central sheet
is able to maintain its organization, since its hydrophobic
side chains are relatively isolated from the solvent during
the entire simulation time.
This new geometrical characterization showed us that
both N22A and I26A are able to maintain a certain degree
of order within sheets (Figure 3, dCM and dstr), while
their intersheet distances point to a collapsed organiza-
tion that should lead to a disordered aggregate. These
results are in excellent agreement with experimental
observations, which clearly demonstrate that these mu-
tations do not form amyloids (Figures 1A and 2B and
Figures 1F and 2E, respectively).
Finally, mutants G24A and L27A apparently represent
an intermediate group. While the inner sheet organiza-
tion remains rather stable (Figure 3, dCM and dstr),Figure 3. Time Evolution of the Four Main Geometrical Parameters
of an Amyloid Complex with Respect to the Simulated Time the tendency to keep a coherent lateral order appears
The wild-type sequence and the six initial Ala mutant analogs are dramatically compromised. After 4 ns of simulation,
plotted in each graph. From top to bottom, evolution of the average while I27A is still associated, its organization is looser
mass center distances (dCM) and the main strand distances (dstr) than in the wild-type, as pointed out by the high fluctua-
(both within sheets), and the average mass center distance (dCMsh) tions of the intersheet distances. Moreover, the third
and the main sheet distance (dsh) (both between sheets). See Figure
sheet is almost lost after 1.5 ns of simulation, which10 for complete definitions of these magnitudes.
correlates with periods of complete loss of the in-
terstrand hydrogen bonds (Figure 5, see below). Never-
theless, at the end of the simulated time, two sheets
ity. Even though experimental evidence indicates that are still associated, while the third does not disintegrate
the degree of order in the amyloid organization is clearly completely. Thus, its overall behavior apparently sup-
lower than in a crystal, the structural pattern is not nec- ports the possibility that the aggregates observed by
essarily largely disordered. In our approximation, involv- EM might correspond to partially ordered structures
ing molecular dynamics simulations of oligomeric as- (Figure 1F).
semblies, regularity is the capability of retaining a certain On the other hand, in mutant G24A (detailed below),
degree of similarity to an idealized model, normally as- the intersheet distances show extremely large fluctua-
sumed in our simulations to be the starting point of the tions, especially the distances that measure the associa-
trajectory. tion between sheets 2 and 3, while the distances within
Analyzing each simulated complex by means of inter- the  sheets present very low fluctuations, even lower
strand pair distances yields an interesting insight into the than in the wild-type sequence (Figure 3, dCM and dstr).
propensity of particular sequences to develop amyloid Yet, experimental observations showed that this se-
fibrils. Figure 4 depicts all intersheet pair distances for quence retained some capability of forming microfila-
the six studied peptide segments. The wild-type se- ments (Figures 1D, 2D, and 3), in agreement with its
quence, characterized experimentally as the most amy- ability to retain some degree of association between
loidogenic of the studied series, presents a very low sheets.
rate of fluctuation in the assembled complex. In particu- Hydrogen Bond Interaction Pattern
lar, the distance between the center of masses between The most straightforward chemical interaction that char-
all corresponding strand-pairs belonging to facing acterizes an amyloid fibril is the intrasheet hydrogen
sheets remains very close to the average experimental bonds. However, bearing in mind the time limitations of
distance observed in amyloid fibrils of different peptides MD simulations, the correlation between  sheet forma-
and proteins (10–12 A˚; see Supplemental Data at http:// tion through hydrogen bonds and final fibril formation is
www.structure.org/cgi/content/full/12/3/439/DC1). unclear (Zanuy et al., 2003; Zanuy and Nussinov, 2003).
Moreover, when the chain edges effect is added, the Moreover, experimentally, studies performed with other
ability of the achieved organization to retain a coherent short peptide series have shown high sequence and
assembly appears to continue intact. This is especially conditions dependence of fibril versus soluble  sheet
formation (Lopez de la Paz et al., 2002). Therefore, theobserved in the central chains of each sheet, which are
Structure
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Figure 4. Interstrand Pair Distances of Chains Belonging to Different Sheets for the Ala Scan Series
Each model is represented by a pair of graphs. The graph at the top represents each interstrand distance between sheets 1 and 2, and the
graph on the bottom corresponds to the distances between sheets 2 and 3. In all cases, we represent the magnitude dsh (see Figure 10 for
complete definition). In each plot, we distinguish between two types of pair distances: the distance between the central strands of each sheet
is depicted by red solid lines, while the distance between the strands located at the edge of every sheet is plotted by dashed lines. In the
latter case, we used two different colors for a clearer representation.
ability to form stable complexes rich in  sheets does mental evidence only supported a  sheet-rich structure
for the G24A analog, which was always less orderednot directly imply assembly into fibrils.
Figure 5 illustrates that all seed-like complexes are than the wild-type sequence (Figures 1D and 2D and
Figures 1A and 2A, respectively, and the FTIR spectra,able to preserve to a certain degree the initial  sheet
organization along the simulated time, even though in Figure 2H). Nevertheless, our simulations again point
to a possible ordered organization in the EM-observedsome cases not all sheets remained organized. Mutant
F23A is a very good example, since it is able to maintain aggregates for the L27A.
In summary, it appears that hydrogen bonds are nec-a complete sheet linked by intermolecular hydrogen
bonds. Yet, it is unable to organize itself coherently and essary to stabilize the main conformational pattern of
amyloid fibrils,  sheets. However, other factors are alsodoes not form any assembly in vitro.
Mutants N22A and L27A provide an additional exam- likely to be involved in driving the final fibril elongation.
Interaction Patterns: Possible Chemical Rolesple of the potential difficulty of hydrogen bonds as a
reference for amyloidogenic propensity. In this chemical of Side Chains in Amyloid Complexes
Our work has increasingly indicated that side chain inter-property, they barely differ. Both present a high degree
of association in between sheets 1 and 2 and an almost actions between assembled strands constitute a major
clue to the understanding of amyloidosis (Zanuy et al.,complete loss of hydrogen bonds in sheet 3. However,
in N22A the assembly spontaneously evolves toward an 2003; Ma and Nussinov, 2002a, 2002b). In the absence
of detailed experimental information, the conclusionsamorphous-like organization (shown below), while L27A
is able to retain features that may allow the system to we could draw based on the simulations have always
pointed to some degree of specificity in the way theform some degree of ordered organization. A similar
situation is observed in the G24A mutant. In terms of different chains of a fibril interact laterally. When the
protofilament consists of at least two sheets, as in ourhydrogen bond preservation, it appears that G24A is
much more amyloidogenic than the L27A mutant, and case, side chain interactions between sheets can only
be in a direction perpendicular to the fibril axis, whicheven more stable than the wild-type. However, experi-
MD Simulations of the Amyloid Formation in IAPP
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We followed the same procedure (chemical and geo-
metrical criteria specified in the Supplemental Data at
http://www.structure.org/cgi/content/full/12/3/439/
DC1) for the mutation series. Nevertheless, the present
work imposed additional difficulties in the interpretation
of the interaction profiles. Since we have two interaction
surfaces rather than one, there is a huge increase in
background noise that can be understood as the sum
of three different effects: First, there are many transient
nonspecific interactions that may overlap the relevant
ones. When dealing with one intersheet space (with four
strands per sheet), the noise was more dilute since the
overall stability of each sheet prevented a high rate of
conformational changes. The second effect relates to
the three-sheet complexes. Even though our model pre-
dicted a parallel lateral sheet organization, the sheet size
(three strands), combined with only one buried sheet,
introduced asymmetry on both sides of the central
sheet. Thus, each edge sheet faces the solvent with
different proportions and types of side chains, introduc-
ing different distortions within sheets depending on the
relative hydrophobicity of every exposed surface. These
intrasheet perturbations are reflected in the overall sta-
bility of each simulated complex and justify some non-
concerted disorganization at each side of the central
sheet. Finally, in some arrangements, the structural
changes may even lead to partial collapse, which may
complicate the profile of some mutants versus the wild-
type sequence. Thus, we count the total number of inter-
actions present in each intersheet surface and con-
stantly complement the inferred information with explicit
representation of molecular structures, since interaction
patterns are insufficient to detect a collapsed structure,
Figure 5. Time Evolution of the Fraction of Preserved Hydrogen due to the simplistic approach of their definition. This
Bonds for the Ala Scan Series, Plotted as Percentage with Respect
strategy allowed us to study what may be the possibleto the Starting Point
minimal requirements necessary for the association ofFrom the top to the bottom: wild-type, N22A, F23A, G24A, I26A,
the sheets in every studied case and, at the same time,and L27A. Note that for every system simulated, each sheet is repre-
to obtain information on the dynamic effects introducedsented separately. The starting point is 0.001 ns. The central sheet
is depicted by solid red line, while both dashed lines (blue and dark by the thermal agitation present in the polymerization
gray) represent the edge sheets (1 and 3, respectively, in Figure 10). media.
The overall picture was consistent with our previous
may seem incompatible when considering hydrogen work (Zanuy and Nussinov, 2003), manifesting a clear
bond formation as a driving force of the process. Thus, predominance of hydrophobic-aromatic interactions
we believe that in the case of a multisheet protofilament, within the intersheet space (Figure 6). In the wild-type
lateral association should be taken into account as a sequence, the main contribution to the assembly of
possible specific interaction (a situation that generally sheets is provided by the hydrophobic-aromatic interac-
takes place with small amphiphilic peptides). Therefore, tions, which gives us a very similar scenario to that
a process such as amyloid formation may imply some already characterized for the hIAPP22-29 sequence (Zanuy
degree of molecular recognition, which has been as- and Nussinov, 2003). The limited conformational flexibil-
sumed to be a characteristic of highly evolved chemical ity of the Phe side chain and its ability to form interac-
systems, such as receptor-ligand interactions, catalytic tions with preferred geometrical patterns leads to stabil-
regulation, and DNA expression. ity and coherency of the intersheet association. Similar
To get a more detailed picture of factors that may observations have recently been obtained in other unre-
influence fibril formation, we plot the different types of lated amyloidogenic peptides. Klimov and Thirumalai
interactions that may contribute to the stabilization of (2003) have shown that Phe-hydrophobic interactions
the intersheet space, computing separately the number mediated the conformational selection that has led to
of interactions between hydrophobic residues, between the final intrasheet organization in the A16-22 peptide.
hydrophobic and aromatic residues, and stacking inter- Further, it may have kinetic implications, as the presence
of aromatic side chains in small peptides can induce aactions that can take place along time (Zanuy and Nussi-
nov, 2003). Surprisingly, our results were very clear with reduction of the lag phase time scale (Lopez de la Paz
et al., 2002).regard to the balance of forces that sustained the
NFGAILSS fibril, despite the simple definition for count- As we show below, for our analog series a simple
hydrophobic collapse would not explain the observeding the interactions.
Structure
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Figure 6. Temporal Representation of the Intersheet Apolar Contacts for the Ala Scan Series
As in Figure 5, each model is presented with two different graphs, since we analyzed separately each intersheet surface: the graph at the
top plots the interactions in the space between sheets 1 and 2, while the graph at the bottom plots those present in the space between
sheets 2 and 3. In each specific graph, we present three different kinds of interactions: the black lines represent hydrophobic-hydrophobic
interactions, the red lines correspond to hydrophobic-aromatic interactions, and the green lines correspond to Phe stacking interactions. The
criterion to discern the presence of any particular interaction was established in previous works (Zanuy and Nussinov, 2003) and is described
with detail in the Supplemental Data at http://www.structure.org/cgi/content/full/12/3/439/DC1.
experimental behavior. In the case of F23A, which can a global organization that resembles the initial structure,
even though it tends to get very loose, especially inform only hydrophobic interactions, the sheet associa-
tion does not hold. Moreover, the average number of the third sheet. This behavior is again due to a sudden
increase in the number of Ala-Phe interactions in thehydrophobic interactions established in the intersheet
space is very close to that observed in the wild-type intersheet space between the second and third sheets.
The smaller size of the Ala side chain introduces a largesequence, pointing out again that some degree of direc-
tionality must be achieved in order to hold a coherent distortion, suggesting a slightly different organization,
as shown by the tendency to bend at the edges of theorganization.
Comparing the profiles calculated for the wild-type sheets. This is a consequence of the reorientation of
part of the Ala toward the hydrophobic-rich zones (Fig-and I26A/L27A mutants, the major contribution to the
sheet association appears to derive from the interac- ure 7B). Nevertheless, the intersheet proximity of Ile and
Phe and the partial isolation from the hydrophilic mediations between Ile and Phe side chains. The L27A mutant
presents some degree of regularity, with the aromatic allow the NFGAIA sequence to present a stable enough
organization that could eventually lead the assemblyside chains mainly interacting with Ile. However, the
sudden increase in the overall hydrophobic-aromatic toward partial fibrillogenesis. Again our simulations
seem to support the idea that this analog can aggregateinteractions observed in the I26A simulation leads us to
analyze this group of interactions in detail (see Supple- with some degree of order, although the only experimen-
tal evidence we obtained was the morphology of thosemental Data at http://www.structure.org/cgi/content/
full/12/3/439/DC1). We observed a sudden increase in structures.
Mutant N22A represents a particularly interestingAla-Phe, a consequence of the chain collapse in this
mutant (Figure 7A). The void induced by the lack of a case. Just taking into account the interaction profiles
(Figure 6) and geometrical aspects (Figure 4), therevoluminous side chain (Ile) cannot be compensated by
other interactions and induces the system to aggregate should be a certain degree of order in the structure
obtained at the end of the trajectory. However, visualby means of pure hydrophobic collapse. In the absence
of amyloidogenicity in in vitro experiments, for I26A we examination (Figure 7C) shows a completely different
scenario. The lack of polar side chains (able to interactretained the wild-type arrangement in modeling this mu-
tant, although this may introduce a potential method- with the solvent) drags the sheets toward a partial col-
lapse, with the assembly driving force being theological error.
In contrast to I26A, mutant L27A is able to maintain shielding of the methyl groups from the aqueous envi-
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ronment. Actually, a careful inspection of Figures 4 and 6 not alter the stability of this conformation in aqueous
solution. For G24A, the sheets of the seed-like complexreveals an increase in the pure hydrophobic interactions
around the second nanosecond of the simulation, which maintained an average of at least 50% of all possible
interactions (Figure 8, left top). Thus, differences be-correlates with changes in some intersheet distances.
Thus, by attempting to minimize the contacts between tween the wild-type sequence and the G24A should be
found in the lateral association. Within this context, thethe water molecules and the aliphatic side chains, there
is a reorganization of the preformed sheets toward a supramolecular organization appears to reveal that two
of the three sheets were able to keep a certain degreenonfibrillar aggregation. The remaining apparent degree
of organization is again a contribution of the interactions of organization, as can be seen in both the geometrical
parameters and the interaction profiles (Figures 4 andbetween Phe and Ile side chains that nail the sheets in
a limited space, assisting the formation of new hydrogen 8, top left). Detailed analysis reveals that G24A presents
a partial disruption of the complex, a consequence ofbonds between main chain amide groups. These results
are in agreement with the proposed role of polar resi- the replacement of a hydrogen atom by a methyl group
(Figure 9A). This increases the interactions between thedues in amyloid formation by small amphiphilic peptides
(Azriel and Gazit, 2001; Scrocchi et al., 2002; Zanuy and hydrophobic groups and the aromatic rings, destabiliz-
ing the balance of forces that kept the sheets united.Nussinov, 2003). In those cases, the presence of polar
residues provides sufficient solubility to coherently form Comparing Figures 6 and 8 (top right), we can see that
the initial G24A seed-like complex has almost doubleda seed. Their absence induces a faster aggregation,
since there is insufficient time to form partially ordered the hydrophobic-aromatic interactions versus the wild-
type in the first 0.5 ns. Moreover, the high interactionstructures. This may explain why AFGAIL does not de-
velop fibrils in vitro while AFGAILSS forms noncanonical density not only increases the interaction entropy but
also introduces high steric hindrance within sheets,microfibrils: AFGAIL still contains a polar edge per
strand (Azriel and Gazit, 2001). which leads to a sudden drop in the overall number of
contacts between sheets 2 and 3. At the same time,The last case studied, the G24A mutant, presents an
apparent similar evolution to the L27A peptide. We se- the geometrical distortion provoked by the new methyl
groups trying to fit in induces an increase in the in-lected this peptide to study how a sequence may influ-
ence the microscopic organization of the assembly, terstrand twist, especially visible at both edges of the
complex (Figure 9A). As a consequence, new hydropho-since our experimental results confirmed that G24A pre-
sented a  sheet organization in the solid state (Figure bic and bifurcated interactions are formed (increase in
pure hydrophobic interactions after 2 ns in Figure 8, top2H) plus some degree of fibril organization (Figure 2D).
left) that prevent the formation of a coherent pattern
between sheets 2 and 3. At the same time, the accom-
Mutant G24A: Example of a Sequence Effect modation of the aromatic rings in a high methyl group
on Amyloid Organization density aids in pushing the big hydrophobic side chains
Is there a sequence effect? The observed tendency of out of their initial positions, forcing the Leu side chains
any sequence to form amyloid fibrils has raised doubts to get exposed temporally to the surrounding water.
(Fandrich and Dobson, 2002). Clearly, there is a common Combined, these events lead to a new self-organized
visible pattern in both the apparent path that allows fibril structure by dragging strands from the third sheet to
formation and the similar morphology of the obtained join the  sheets of the remaining structure (Figure 9A),
fibrils. Amyloidogenesis appears less specific than fold- increasing their size. The amorphous partial hydropho-
ing, in the sense that the final complex organization is bic collapse leads to a partial growth of the preformed
less variable than that observed in protein conforma- sheets, which allows the new strands to fit through new
tions. However, simple generalized theories do not ex- hydrogen bonds.
plain why under the same conditions single point muta- In summary, we can interpret the results of the G24A
tions may enhance, inhibit, or completely prevent trajectory in two different ways. Either we have a se-
formation of amyloid fibrils. quence dependence of the final amyloid organization,
Experimentally, the G24A mutant binds Congo red to in which case the organization of this analog may not
a small degree and shows strong evidence of  sheet be comparable with the wild-type. Or, on the contrary, if
formation but does not form canonical fibrils. This im- the simulation performed with a system of three parallel
plies some tendency to form ordered aggregates, but sheets was accurate enough, we may have an indication
not ordered enough to ensure fibril elongation. In princi- that this particular sequence only allows a minimal asso-
ple, our starting assumption, although able to explain ciation of two different sheets.
the general behavior of the studied sequences, may not Following our previous work (Zanuy et al., 2003; Ma
hold since we did not model specific structures for each and Nussinov, 2002a, 2002b; Zanuy and Nussinov 2003),
Ala analog. Thus, the fact that we obtain a disrupted we first investigated a possible change in the pattern
structure for the G24A mutant shows that we might not of sheet association. We built a new model with the
be correctly interpreting the experimental evidence, strands between sheets in antiparallel orientation, an
since we assumed that the modeled structure for the organization that showed reasonable stability in the
wild-type sequence could be used for all the analog wild-type sequence (Zanuy et al., 2003). Interestingly,
series. this new organization did not alter the strand association
However, up to now, some interesting conclusions within sheets. The hydrogen bond conservation pattern
can be drawn. The analysis of the interstrand hydrogen is almost equal to the previous models (Figure 8, middle
left). Somehow, the ability to organize this short peptidebonds revealed that the loss of  sheet association did
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Figure 8. Chemical Interactions that Define the Supramolecular Organization for the Simulated Models of NFAAIL Peptide
(Left) Time evolution of the fraction of preserved hydrogen bonds, plotted as a percentage with respect to the starting point. From top to
bottom, we present the original model (G24A), the all antiparallel arrangement (G24Aanti), and the models constituted by two sheets: with an
odd number of strands (2 sh. 9 ch.) and, finally, with even number chains (octa.). Note that in every plot, we represent the hydrogen bonds
of each sheet with different lines. In those cases where the models are constituted by three sheets, the central sheet is plotted in solid red,
while both dashed lines represent edge sheets.
(Right) Temporal representation of the intersheet apolar contacts for the tested NFAAIL models. As in Figure 6, each three-sheet model is
presented with two different graphs, since we analyzed separately each intersheet surface: the graph at the top plots the interactions in the
space between sheets 1 and 2, while the graph at the bottom plots those present in the space between sheets 2 and 3. In the last two plots
(bottom), only one graph is needed since there is a unique interaction surface between sheets. In each specific graph, we present three
different kinds of interactions: the black lines represent hydrophobic-hydrophobic interactions, the red lines correspond to hydrophobic-
aromatic interactions, and the green lines correspond to Phe stacking interactions. The criterion to discern the presence of any particular
interaction is described with detail in the Supplemental Data at http://www.structure.org/cgi/content/full/12/3/439/DC1.
in  sheets might be inherent to that sequence, which nization, disrupting a coherent structure. This point can
be noticed in the sudden drop of all hydrophobic interac-makes us believe we may be facing a general property.
When we examined the trajectory of G24Aanti in terms of tions computed between sheets (Figure 8, middle right,
first nanosecond). Once a certain degree of disorder isthe global organization, we could see that the system
quickly tended to get loose in the central sheet and achieved, the partial collapse of the sheets (see the
drop of intersheet distance in Figure S4 at http://www.collapsed into an amorphous organization, again char-
acterized by a persistent tendency to form  sheets. It structure.org/cgi/content/full/12/3/439/DC1; Figure 8,
middle right, increase in pure hydrophobic interactions)is visible that the high density of aliphatic groups in
the intersheet space introduces a dual response in the helps in maintaining the polar solvent away from the
sheets, preventing the system from complete disintegra-organization pattern. It first destabilizes the lateral orga-
Figure 7. Snapshots of Three Simulated Mutant Analogs in the Same Time Frames
Two different representations are depicted following the representation shown in Figure 1. Thus, every snapshot is presented with two different
models: at the top we represent all the heavy atoms of the system with balls and sticks, while at the bottom we use directional arrows to
represent backbone conformation. Each representation corresponds to the same perspective, where the z-axis, which corresponds to the
hydrogen bond direction, is perpendicular to the picture plane. Color codes are specified in Figure 1. We show the complexes corresponding
to (A) I26A, (B) L27A, and (C) N22A. (The last snapshot includes a detailed view of the intersheet organization.)
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Figure 9. Snapshot Representation of Different G24A Trajectories
(A) Visual representation of selected snapshots for the trajectory followed by the original G24A complex. We use the same dual representation
that we have already shown in Figure 8. In this case we enhanced the main chain picture model for the last snapshot (see text for details).
(B) Snapshots of the model G24Aanti represented at the same time frames intervals.
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tion. The high density of methyl groups assists in burying of sheets. Therefore, the final association pattern is se-
quence dependent, showing complexity beyond non-most of the hydrophobic side chains in the center of the
aggregated structure (Figure 9B). The final disordered specific lateral growth. The NFAAIL analog tends to have
a loose association due to steric hindrance introducedorganization is essentially driven by the hydrophobic
effect, which induces the rearrangement of the strands by the new methyl group. This partial lack of compact-
ness in the supramolecular assembly may explain whyto minimize the contact of hydrophobic side chains with
water. Thus, a simple model based on hydrophobicity the fibrils present limited growth, which only allows the
formation of microscopic assemblies. Our atomistic ap-would fail to explain the behavior of the G24A analog.
The comparison between the G24Aanti model and the proximation has been able to rationalize the experimen-
tal observations: there is Congo red binding, since thereoriginal one also points toward this conclusion: here an
increase of pure hydrophobic interaction does not favor is microscopic amyloid formation, but the morphology
of the aggregates is characterized by being branched,the intersheet association (Figure 8, right). In both simu-
lations, when this type of interactions surpasses those a consequence of the loose intersheet association in
the protofilaments.between the hydrophobic side chains and the aromatic
groups, the association turns out to be irregular. This is
especially clear in the case of the pair of sheets that
Discussionkeeps associated in the original G24A simulation, where
the proportion of hydrophobic-aromatic interactions
Understanding the general features of amyloid forma-almost triples the number of pure hydrophobic inter-
tion is difficult, experimentally and theoretically. Whileactions.
reductionism frequently drives research, neverthelessSince the final organization does not depend on the
this more than valid approximation may be misleading.orientation of the sheet association, and taking into ac-
Our recent simulations have suggested a degree of com-count the asymmetry shown at the end G24A simulation
plexity higher than expected based on a simple scheme:and the partial lack of fibril organization observed in the
The initial state involves independently solvated pep-experimental assays, our results may be interpreted as
tides. The final state involves insoluble fibrils. In be-consequences of an incomplete fibrillogenesis. To in-
tween, the process is clearly less simple than one mightvestigate this possibility, we built two new complexes
a priori expect. Experimental evidence is, at least toconsisting of two sheets. In both complexes, the inter-
some extent, contradictory. For example, how is an ap-acting sheets had the same relative orientation of sheets
parent similar global organization achieved with com-1 and 2 as in the previously simulated nonameric mod-
pletely different microscopic organization? A segmentels. We tested both the stability of this two-sheet organi-
from the prion-determining domain of the yeast proteinzation and the effect of the number of strands. Thus, in
Sup35 has been experimentally characterized as an or-complex one, the two sheets have a different number
ganization of extremely flat sheets, with an asymmetricof strands, the first with four strands and the second
organization of lateral interacting sheets (Balbirnie etwith five strands (model G24A2s 9ch.). The second complex
al., 2001). In contrast, the segment 10–35 of Alzheimer’shas two sheets and four strands per sheet (model
-amyloid proteins (A10-35) has been shown to formG24Aocta). Both simulations present very similar behav-
an organization characterized by bent  sheets, withior. Under the conditions used, introducing asymmetry
very little correlation with any known structure observed(i.e., two sheets of different sizes) apparently does not
in folded proteins (Ma and Nussinov, 2002; Antzutkin etaffect the overall results.
al., 2002). Yet, both peptides present very similar shapesIn terms of hydrogen bond preservation, the general
and sizes when their corresponding fibrils are observedtendencies are comparable to those seen in previous
by EM. Furthermore, it is generally accepted that bothsimulations. Both systems are able to preserve at least
peptides belong to the classical scheme of cross- fi-55% of the initial set of interactions (Figure 8, bottom
brils. However, neither of these presents a clear twistleft). Only in the case of the asymmetric model is there
between sheets. The situation tends to be even morea slight drop in hydrogen bond preservation due to the
complicated if we accept recent suggestions regardingpartial disruption introduced by the longer sheet. How-
fibrils formed by highly repetitive sequences of polarever, our previous observation is still valid. The final
residues. Here some models imply superhelical nano-supramolecular assembly does not interfere with the
tubes, rarely observed in natural protein complexesability to form stable multistranded  sheets in these
(Perutz et al., 2002). Clearly, amyloidogenesis is a chal-peptides.
lenge.The self-assembly properties in the last two simulations
Our results are consistent with such a complexity andresemble the original G24A model (sheets 1 and 2). The
with some surprising experimental observations. For ex-average distances increase with respect to an idealized
ample, it has been observed (Padrick and Miranker,cross- structure (compared with the wild-type model;
2002; Kirkitadze et al., 2001) that the lag phase is far fromtop right, Figure 4). This is particularly noticeable at the
being a static process. In contrast to what reductionismsheet edges in the asymmetric model (Figure 4; see
may suggest, there is a constant and dynamical changeSupplemental Data at http://www.structure.org/cgi/
in the relative population of folded/unfolded states be-content/full/12/3/439/DC1) and in the predominance of
fore the fibrils become visible. Most striking, at least inhydrophobic-aromatic interactions (Figure 8, right bot-
some cases the helical conformations are the predomi-tom). These provide compactness with sufficient rigidity
nant population prior to  sheet formation. Not all spe-conferred by the Phe side chain. Thus, the last simula-
tions validate the G24A model, with the associated pair cies have been characterized between the initial state
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Figure 10. Schematic Representation of an Amyloid Cross- Structure
On the top of this figure, we present two different perspectives of an idealized amyloid fiber based on an “arrows” model. On each side of
the fiber, we define what we refer to in the text as “main geometrical parameters.” On the left side, we plot the parameters derived from the
intrasheet geometry and, on the right side, those derived from the intersheet organization. At the bottom, we show two different ways of
representing snapshots of the simulated complexes. On the left, we represent the main chain organization, where each strand that belongs
to a particular sheet is depicted with the same color. On the right side, we present a detailed illustration of the residue side chains, which
are drawn with different shapes and colors depending on the chemical composition. These two last representations will be used when showing
simulation snapshots.
and the final fibril. Some of these dynamic events have The majority of the samples formed  sheet structures,
which could only be constituted by association of differ-been characterized with molecular dynamics simula-
tions; Klimov and Thirumalai (2003) have simulated long ent chains. It appears that there is no other possibility,
since it is almost impossible to form intrachain  sheetstrajectories with small assemblies of peptides derived
from the A peptide. They showed how a complex pro- with peptides of 5 residues. However, in only a few cases
did they obtain fibrils. Thus, there are likely to be somecess of conformational selection must be achieved in
order to allow the formation of strand clusters associ- other factors that govern the last step, going from 
sheet assemblies toward fibril formation, at least in smallated by hydrogen bonds. Furthermore, in many of the
systems that they studied, there was always a tendency peptides. For us, there is a very important point around
which our analysis has centered: when and how theto initiate the association of strands via side chain-side
chain interactions, which allow the main chains to inter- lateral association of the chains starts. Does it start once
large enough  sheets are formed? In this scenario,act through their amide groups. This mechanism sug-
gests complex pathways to achieve a supramolecular what are the chemical demands that allow  sheets to
assemble? Independent of the chronology of the events,assembly ordered enough to constitute a fibril seed.
Such fibrillogenic complexity lacks indications that may there should be a certain degree of molecular recogni-
tion or some specificity of sequence matching withindirectly correlate  sheet formation in solution and final
fibril formation, at least in small amyloidogenic peptides. the interacting sheets. Either way, there must be minimal
conformational demands to coherently assemble theThis is suggested both by the simulations and by experi-
ment; Serrano and coworkers (Lopez de la Paz et al., filaments. Our results have shown that for this peptide,
only the presence of aromatic groups allows a coherent2002) have analyzed the amyloidogenicity of a series of
very similar pentapeptides, trying to obtain a correlation association between sheets. Even though we cannot
generalize to others cases, hIAPP22-27 clearly presentedbetween  sheet formation and amyloid aggregation.
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a degree of complexity higher than might be assumed. the mechanisms of dissociation that we have shown is
related to the real assembly pathway. This is not ourIt is remarkable that similar conclusions have been
reached by others when studying amyloid organization current aim. Here, we do not study kinetic events. Our
starting point is the already formed complex. We assumeby molecular dynamics simulation. Gsponer et al. (2003)
have shown that a heptapeptide derived from the N-ter- that fibril formation is an inherent property of any se-
quence and test the ability of a given peptide to retainminal domain of the Sup35 prion protein selects a paral-
lel arrangement within sheets based on the side chain- a certain degree of organization. Despite these initial
approximations, we have been able to correlate the ex-side chain interaction network that this organization
allows. Although their simulations focused on the early perimental behavior of every mutant with its ability to
retain a certain degree of coherency in its patterns ofstages of amyloid formation using smaller complexes
than the ones presented here, they were already able interaction, illustrating the robustness of our structural
assumptions. Furthermore, even the inherent limitationsto show some specificity in the interactions formed be-
tween side chains of the same supramolecular strand of our structural models pointed to the importance of
the microenvironment in which the association processassociation, which are responsible for the final structural
details. takes place. Small changes in the way side chains inter-
act with the solvent, in our case the intrinsic asymmetryThe effect of the sequence in the amyloidogenicity of
peptides has also been interpreted as changes in the introduced by small complexes of nine strands, may
prevent or induce the formation of intra- and intersheetrates of strands association. Chiti et al. (2003) have re-
cently suggested that the differences observed experi- association geometries. These patterns pave the way
for adding new strands to the complex, leading to eithermentally when changing the amino acid composition
reflect alterations in the kinetics of the fibril formation. ordered fibrils or to amorphous aggregates. The self-
assembly appears to be partially determined by sideThe morphological variety of microscopic assembly pat-
terns observed with small sequence changes suggests chain interactions and their associated geometries.
Even in the case where a protofilament is constitutedthat even in the case of a complete lack of specific side
chain contacts, there is some microscopic change that by a single sheet, the arrangement of the strands and
the final geometry of that sheet are affected by sidealters the kinetic pathway. Indeed, small peptides al-
ready suggest the presence of some degree of molecu- chain constitution (Perutz et al., 2002). Thus, under a
given set of conditions, there must be some sequencelar recognition in amyloid formation. Mazor et al. (2002)
have recently characterized a pentapeptide derivative effect in amyloidogenesis that rationally explains the
different fibrillogenesis rates within peptides of the sameof hIAPP, NFLVH (hIAAP14-18), as an amyloidogenic seg-
ment. This sequence does not belong to the variable length (Reches et al., 2002) and the variability of microar-
rangements already observed experimentally (Ben-cluster 23–29, raising the question of the location of the
minimal amyloidogenic information in the IAPP and at zinger et al., 1998; Balbirnie et al., 2001; Antzutkin et al.,
2002, Perutz et al., 2002).the same time implying a more complex sequence-
related mechanism. Here, the most striking point is the
Experimental Procedurestechnique utilized that allowed the identification of this
segment, namely, binding experiments. In these experi-
Peptide Synthesis
ments, decapeptides consecutive in sequence and Peptide synthesis was performed by Peptron, Inc. (Taejeon, Korea).
overlapping were derived from the entire immobilized The correct identity of the peptides was confirmed by ion spray
mass spectrometry, and the purity of the peptides was confirmedIAPP. The results indicated that the entire peptide asso-
by reverse-phase high-pressure liquid chromatography (RP-HPLC).ciated with some of the immobilized peptides. The asso-
Fresh stock solutions were prepared by dissolving the lyophilizedciation was through interactions other than hydrogen
form of the peptides and protein in DMSO at a concentration of 100
bonds, since not all sequences presented the same mM. To avoid any preaggregation, fresh stock solution was prepared
binding response. This suggests interactions between for each and every experiment.
side chains, which are the only chemical groups in pro-
Electron Microscopytein chemistry that can provide some degree of specific-
Peptides stock solutions were diluted into 0.01 M Tris (pH 7.2). Fibrility. This again indicates that backbone hydrogen bonds
formation was assessed using 10 l of 2 days-aged sample placedare not the sole determinant of fibril formation. Second,
on a 400 mesh copper grid covered by carbon-stabilized formvar
it clearly points toward specific and almost unique pat- film. After 1 min, excess fluid was removed, and the grid was nega-
terns of interaction between sheets and/or strands. This tively stained with 2% uranyl acetate in water. After 2 min, excess
fluid was removed from the grid. Samples were viewed in a JEOLcorrelates with the observation that the more compli-
1200EX electron microscope operating at 80 kV.cated a sequence is, the longer is the lag phase. Random
fibril formation would not justify lag phases of days for
Congo Red Staining and Birefringencesome extreme cases. Finally, this leads us to an under-
Birefringence was determined using the same solutions of peptides
standing why very small sequence differences may re- that were used for the EM experiments. A 10l aliquot of the suspen-
sult in large differences in the fibril formation process. sion of the peptides aged for 2 days was allowed to dry on a glass
microscope slide. Staining was performed by the addition of a solu-The simulation results are in complete agreement with
tion of 80% ethanol saturated with Congo red and NaCl. Birefrin-these suggestions. While our simulations were on a time
gence was determined with a SZX-12 Stereoscope (Olympus, Ham-scale much shorter than that required for forming amy-
burg, Germany) equipped with a polarizing stage.loids, due to the size of the systems simulated, obtaining
4 ns trajectories for each case already provided some Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy
chemical perspective of the structural differences im- Infrared spectra were recorded using a Nicolet Nexus 470 FT-IR
spectrometer with DTGS detector. Samples of aged peptide solu-plicit in the sequence variability. We stress that none of
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tion, taken from the electron microscopy assay, were suspended tions. The nonbonded pair list was updated every 25 steps. The MD
trajectories were saved every 500 steps (1 ps interval) for subse-on a CaF2 plate and vacuum dried. The peptide deposits were resus-
pended with 2H2O and subsequently dried to form a thin annular quent analysis. A detailed description of all simulations is summa-
rized in the supplemental material (see Supplemental Table S1 atfilm. The resuspensiom procedures were repeated twice to ensure
maximal hydrogen to deuterium exchange. Measurements were http://www.structure.org/cgi/content/full/12/3/439/DC1).
All simulation analyses performed on the collected trajectoriestaken using 4 cm1 resolution and 2000 scans.
are described in the supplemental material. Briefly, we followed the
geometrical changes in the amyloid ensembles (depicted in FigureMolecular Dynamics Simulations
10 as main geometrical parameters) and the variations of someWe have performed up to 12 different simulations for a total of 48
chemical parameters, such as hydrogen bonds between strands ofns. We first carried out a set of six simulations, corresponding to
the associated sheets and the noncovalent interactions betweenthe five possible alanine mutants plus the wild-type (wt) sequence.
side chains of different sheets, which are the main source of stabili-In order to clarify some experimental results and some previous
zation between laterally associated sheets.hypotheses (Zanuy et al., 2003; Zanuy and Nussinov, 2003), we
performed six additional simulations. These included substitutions
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